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Abstract. Puri and Aravind’s method of macroblock bit count esti-
mation for video rate control is based on the classification of the
macroblock data into discrete classes and assigning a unique non-
linear estimate for each class and quantization parameter pair. This
method stands apart from other methods in the literature, since the
model of the bit count versus the quantization parameter relation,
parameterized by macroblock variance, is a discrete model gener-
ated solely from measurements. We extend their technique for low-
delay video rate control (tight buffer regulation) in two ways. We
propose a strategy of near-uniform quantization parameter assign-
ments to the macroblocks of a frame that can come close to maxi-
mizing an objective spatial quality function, such as PSNR, over the
entire frame. We also adaptively update the quantization parameter
assignments for the yet to be coded macroblocks, after the encoding
of each macroblock, to compensate for any errors in the bit count
estimation of the encoded macroblock. Our experiments demon-
strate that the proposed rate control method can more accurately
control the number of bits expended for a frame, as well as yield a
higher objective spatial quality than the method adopted by
TMN8. © 2003 SPIE and IS&T. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1579700]

1 Introduction

For low-delay H.263 video transmission, the fullness of
encoder buffer must be tightly regulated by selecting
appropriate set of encoder parameters to ensure smal
viations of the number of actual coding bits from the targ
number of bits for a small group~we consider one withou
loss of generality! of video frames. Let us refer to the bit
representing the quantized transform coefficients of a m
roblock as quantization bits of that macroblock. Let us a
refer to the sum of the quantization and overhead bits r
resenting motion vectors and other parameters~coding
mode, coding block pattern, quantization parameters! of a
macroblock as coding bits of that macroblock. Since
quantization bits account for the majority of the bits in t
bitstream, the problem of encoder parameter selectio
usually reduced to the problem of the determination o
quantization parameterfor each macroblock in the frame
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which controls the scale of the scalar quantizer applied
the transform coefficients of the macroblock.

If the goal of quantization parameter determination
also the maximization of the quality of the reconstruct
frames of the video sequence,1–3 the macroblock layer rate
control problem stated previously is commonly referred
as a bit allocation problem. An accurate optimization
quires rate and distortion pairs to be exactly known for
possible quantization parameter assignments to all ma
blocks of the frame. Prequantization and precoding of
DCT coefficients of all macroblocks of the frame with a
possible quantization parameters to exactly determine th
pairs demand high computational complexity, and a
therefore not desirable in a low-cost real-time H.263 e
coder. The computational complexity of prequantizati
and precoding could be avoided by employing approxim
equations of rate and/or distortion in terms of normaliz
macroblock energy,4 quantization parameters,5–11 or per-
centage of zeroes among quantized DCT coefficients12,13

where the unknown parameters in these equations are
mated from empirical data. The equation for the rate
usually used to determine a quantization parameter for
entire frame4,6,11 or for each macroblock,5,7 such that the
difference between the total bit count estimate and the
get bit count for the frame is minimized. A similar goal ma
also be achieved by estimating from the empirical data
parameters of the generalized Gaussian pdf or the hi
gram of each DCT coefficient, to select an~average! quan-
tization parameter for a frame, which yields an estima
quantization bin entropy closest to the target bit rate for t
frame.14

As with most prior art,4–7,11,14,15the main goal in this
work is the precise approximation of the target number
bits for a frame rather than the maximization of the obje
tive quality of the reconstructed frames. However, this do
not mean that the objective frame reconstruction qua
should be sacrificed, as demonstrated by the experime
comparisons of the proposed method with the recent m
roblock layer rate control method adopted by Internatio
Telecommunication Union Telecom Standardizati
~ITU-T! TMN8,8–10 which attempts to both maximize th
frame reconstruction quality and meet the target bit co
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for the frame by employing approximate equations for d
tortion and rate in terms of the quantization parameter.

Earlier rate control methods of MPEG-216 and H.263,17

which determine the quantization parameters for a ma
block to be encoded based only on the cumulative devia
of the number of actual coding bits from the target bit u
age profile, are rather ineffective for tight buffer regulatio
Rate control methods adopted by the MPEG-4 verificat
model,6,7 ITU-T TMN8,8–10 and others4,5,11,14,15 achieve
more accurate control due to one or more of the follow
reasons. 1. As noted before, the relation between the
count and the quantization parameter is modeled by
equation whose unknown parameters are derived from
pirical data and adaptively updated with the actual
counts measured for the macroblocks. 2. After the encod
of each macroblock, the quantization parameters of the
maining macroblocks are updated to compensate for
errors in the bit count estimation process of the enco
macro-
block. 3. The data content of a macroblock is exploited
the parametric equation.

While the proposed method retains features 2. and 3
critical ones for tight buffer control, it generates the mod
of the relation between the quantization parameter and
bit count for a macroblock solely from empirical data, a
does not assume any parametric equational form. The p
metric rate versus quantization parameter equations use
the literature are either based on certain assumptions a
the source6–10 or on empirical observations of b
counts.4,5,11The parametric equation used by He, Kim, a
Mitra12,13 assumes that the bit count depends on the qu
tization parameter and the macroblock data through a v
able representing the percentage of zeroes among the q
tized DCT coefficients. The model in the proposed meth
provides a good fit by avoiding any such assumptions ab
the source, and also by accommodating substantially hig
degrees of freedom in its design process. In the param
equations that model the bit count versus quantization
rameter relation,4–11 the number of parameters~hence the
degrees of design freedom! is limited due to the high com
plexity required for a design with a large number of para
eters. In Chiang and Zhang,6 the root mean square erro
~rmse! of the bit count prediction is said to diminis
quickly beyond a second-order polynomial approximat
to the rate-distortion function. However, the reduction
rmse from a second-order approximation to a third-or
approximation is seen to be considerably large~see Chiang
and Zhang6! for the purpose of tight buffer regulation
Hence, high-order approximations are necessary for g
bit count estimation accuracy, even though they may
infeasible. In contrast to the methods that employ param
ric equational forms for their models, the model of ra
versus quantization parameter relation in the propo
method is comprised of a discrete set of nonlinear m
mum mean square error~MMSE! estimates. The desig
complexity of the model is manageable even when the
is large.

The first stage of the proposed method is the bit co
estimation process for each macroblock and quantiza
parameter pair. A sample statistic representing macrob
activity, such as the standard deviation or the mean of
solute values~of motion compensated difference values! of
500 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3)
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a macroblock’s luminance and chrominance values, is
tracted as a feature. Such information is strongly correla
with the number of quantization or coding bits that will b
expended when the macroblock is encoded with a gi
quantization parameter. Macroblock classification is p
formed by scalar quantization of the extracted feature
by combining the output quantization level with the codi
mode. Finally, the combination of macroblock class a
macroblock quantization parameter is mapped to a non
ear estimate of the number of quantization or coding b
that will be expended for the macroblock.

The estimate for a particular combination of class a
quantization parameter is designed~trained! by utilizing the
knowledge of bit counts measured for previously encod
macroblocks having the same combination. The previou
encoded macroblocks could be from the same sequen
past ~online training! or different sequences~offline train-
ing!.

This first stage resembles the method of Puri a
Aravind,15 but we also consider the coding mode for t
purpose of macroblock classification. The incorporation
the coding mode information could be critical, since w
have observed that conditioning on different coding mod
results in nonlinear estimates that are widely different
certain pairs of macroblock classes and quantization par
eters.

In the second stage, we employ a conceptually sim
strategy of near-uniform assignment of quantization para
eters to the macroblocks of a frame to achieve a high
jective frame reconstruction quality. This is substantia
by previous work that has experimentally18 and
theoretically19 demonstrated that the rate-distortion perfo
mance of assigning the same quantization parameter t
the macroblocks of a frame is close to that of assign
rate-distortion optimal quantization parameters. Our exp
ments demonstrate that the objective frame reconstruc
quality achieved by this strategy is as good as or even
ter than that achieved by the strategy of the rate-distor
optimized quantization parameter assignment of TMN8.8–10

Near-uniform assignment of the quantization parame
results in the coding of all the macroblocks in a frame
about the same objective quality. In certain applications
is necessary to define a region of interest~ROI!, which
needs to be coded at a higher perceptual quality than
background. An elegant way to achieve this goal by me
of a visual sensitivity function is presented by Daly, Ma
thews, and Ribas-Corbera20 for the determination of quan
tization parameter weights in a TMN8 encoder. Such
approach yields significant bit rate savings for the sa
perceptual quality inside the ROI for sequences with s
nificant detail in the background. Perceptual quality optim
zation inside the ROI was not pursued in our work.

Our work extends Puri and Aravind’s classificatio
based nonlinear estimation method in two major ways. T
quantization parameters of the macroblocks of a frame
initialized prior to their encoding by near uniform assig
ments to achieve high objective reconstruction qual
while the sum of the bit count estimates for the mac
blocks very closely approximates the target number of b
for the frame. After the encoding of each macroblock in t
frame, the quantization parameters of the remaining m
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the bit count estimation process for each macroblock.
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roblocks are updated to meet the remaining number of
for the frame.

The organization of this work is as follows. The b
count estimation process is outlined in general terms
well as by means of a practical example in the next sect
Section 2 also discusses the practical design aspects
nonlinear estimate from empirical data for a particular co
bination of macroblock class and quantization paramete
Sec. 3, the strategy of near-uniform quantization param
assignments to the macroblocks of a frame is describe
detail. The methodology of Sec. 2 can be applied to e
mate either the number of coding bits or the number
quantization bits and only some of the overhead bits o
macroblock. Section 4 explains these two variations of
proposed rate control method. Experiments providing r
control accuracy and objective frame reconstruction qua
comparisons with the rate control methods of TMN5 a
TMN8 are presented in Sec. 5. Complexity issues are
cussed in Sec. 6.

2 Nonlinear Estimation of the Number of Coding
Bits

A functional block diagram for the process of estimation
the number of quantization bits and some or all of the ov
head bits to be expended for each macroblock is show
Fig. 1. While we explain the three major blocks in th
estimation process in general terms, we also give a prac
example of how an estimate of the number of bits to
expended for an intracoded or an intercoded macrobl
can be obtained. The approach outlined here is readily
plicable for use in an H.263 or simple profile MPEG
encoder, but it can also be adopted for use in ot
standards-based encoders with trivial modifications.

Let GR denote the vectorized macroblock luminance a
chrominance values~or the motion compensated differenc
values thereof!. Let dR denote the index assigned to th
coding mode of theR’ th encoded macroblock in a se
quence of coded macroblocks, such thatdR50 when the
macroblock is intercoded anddR51 when it is intracoded.
Let q denote the tested value of the quantization param
for the macroblock. In Fig. 1, the mappingsT, V, andU

are applied in sequence to yield an estimateB̂(GR ,dR ,q)
of the actual number of coding bitsB(GR ,dR ,q) for the
macroblock. Let the cost of estimatingB(GR ,dR ,q) by

B̂(GR ,dR ,q) be denoted by C(B(GR ,dR ,q),

B̂(GR ,dR ,q)). Ideally, these three mappings should
jointly designed to minimize the expected cost

C̄~dR ,q!5E@C~B~GR ,dR ,q!,B̂~GR ,dR ,q!!#, ~1!
From: http://electronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/10/2013 T
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for each combination of quantization parameterq and cod-
ing modedR , whereE@ .# in Eq. ~1! is the expectation of its
argument with respect toGR .

However, in practice, the complexity of such a joint d
sign is prohibitive. In our implementation, the mappingU
is the only one designed to minimize the expected co
while the mappingsT andV are determineda priori.

At the first step, mappingT extracts the feature vecto
FR by acting onGR anddR

FR5T~GR ,dR!.

Specifically, let us denote the set of pixel locations of t
j ’ th block of the R’ th encoded macroblock asgj ,R . Let
I j ,R(x,y) be the luminance or chrominance value or t
motion compensated difference value thereof at locat
(x,y) in gj ,R with xP$1, . . . ,8%, yP$1, . . . ,8%, and j
P$1, . . . ,6%. The mean of thej ’ th block

Ī j ,R5
1

64 (
(x,y)Pgj ,R

I j ,R~x,y!

may be used to compute the rms value of the non-intra
coefficients of theR’ th macroblock

sR5H 1

384 (
j P$1, . . . ,6%

(
(x,y)Pgj ,R

@ I j ,R~x,y!2dRĪ j ,R#2J 1/2

.

In this equation, the means of the blocks of an intercod
macroblock do not have to be subtracted, since the mot
compensated difference macroblocks usually have blo
with very small means.

In our implementation,sR anddR are taken as the com
ponents of the feature vectorFR . Such a heuristic choice
yields a feature vectorFR of small dimension, which pre-
serves the significant information inGR correlated with the
number of quantization bits to be expended. The fact t
the rate-distortion bound for a common source model, s
as Gaussian or Laplacian, is parameterized by the so
variance is the motivating factor for taking sample statis
sR as a feature vector component.

Since the squared error distortion is proportional toq2,
and the distortion is related to rate through the operatio
rate-distortion characteristics, which we assume is par
eterized only bysR , the number of bits expended for
macroblock can be expected to be largely determined
the choice for the quantization parameterq. A different
sample statistic, such as the mean of absolute values~of
motion compensated difference values! of luminance and
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3) / 501
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chrominance values, can also be used if the complexity
computation ofsR is an issue. On the other hand, the o
servation that the difference between the number of
required by intracoded and intercoded macroblocks is la
for certain combinations ofsR and q is the motivating
factor for using the coding mode as another feature ve
component.

At the second step, classification mappingV mapsFR to
a class indexcR

cR5V~FR!, cRP$1, . . .L%.

In our implementation, this is achieved by quantizingsR
with a secondary uniform scalar quantizer having bin sizd
to get level

l R5H b sR

d c if sR, l maxd

l max else

, ~2!

and combiningl R with modedR to get class

cR5V~T~GR ,dR!!5 l R1dR~ l max11!

for the R’ th encoded macroblock, wherel max11 is the
number of levels of the secondary quantizer. The second
quantizer employed in the classification stage is differ
than the primary quantizer employed in the main cod
loop. Hence macroblocks getting mapped to the same c
are of the same coding mode and have similar data con
in terms of the sample statistic used.

The classification mappingV applied to the feature vec
tor should result in an insignificant loss of the significa
information extracted from the macroblock. In our impl
mentation,d is small enough such that any further redu
tion in its value yields insignificant improvement in estim
tion accuracy~decrease in rms of estimation error is le
than 1%!. For a givend, l max is large enough such that th
sR for a negligibly small number of macroblocks of th
training sequences exceedl maxd.

At the final step, the mappingU provides an estimate o
the number of bits to be expended for the macroblock

B̂~GR ,dR ,q!5U~cR ,q!.

Given T andV, one may rewrite Eq.~1! as

C̄~dR ,q!5(
cR

p~cR!E@C~B~GR ,dR ,q!,

U~cR ,q!!uV~T~GR ,dR!!5cR#, ~3!

with p(cR)5Pr$GR :V(T(GR ,dR))5cR%. The design
problem of the mappingU is the minimization of
E@C(B(GR ,dR ,q),U(cR ,q))uV(T(GR ,dR))5cR# for any
specifiedq,dR pair.

Since the rms of the estimation error for the number
bits to be expended is commonly used7,9 to assess estima
tion accuracy in rate control, the cost function employed
our implementation is of the formC(a,b)5(a2b)2. For
502 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3)
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this choice, the cost functional of Eq.~3! is minimized by
the class conditional expectation of the number of bits to
expended

U~cR ,q!5E@B~GR ,dR ,q!uV~T~GR ,dR!!5cR#.

Let Z be the number of macroblocks in a frame a
macroblockR be in the k118th frame, so thatkZ,R
<(k11)Z. By measuring the number of actual bits e
pended for PkZ(cR ,q) previously encoded macroblock
with indices (r :1<r<kZ), which are of class
V(T(Gr ,dr))5cR , and are coded with quantization pa
rameterQr5q, the conditional expectation forU(cR ,q) is
estimated as

ÛkZ~cR ,q!5
1

PkZ~cR ,q! (
r :1<r<kZ, Qr5q,
V(T(Gr ,dr ))5cR

B~Gr ,dr ,Qr !,

~4!

where the updated estimate for mappingU(...) after the
encoding of each frame (kZ’ th macroblock! is denoted as

ÛkZ(...). To refrain from repeating this summation fo
largek, a recursive update form of the previous equation
used in our implementation

ÛkZ~cR ,q!

5

(

H r :~k21!Z,r<kZ,
V(T(Gr ,dr ))5cR

Qr5q
J
B~Gr ,dr ,Qr !1P(k21)Z~cR ,q!Û (k21)Z~cR ,q!

PkZ~cR ,q!
.

~5!

The summation is overPkZ(cR ,q)2P(k21)Z(cR ,q) mac-
roblocks in the last encoded frame, which are of classcR

and are coded with quantization parameterq. We have de-
termined that the most recently encoded macroblocks g
erally yield more accurate estimates. Hence, in Eq.~5!, the
number of bits expended for the most recently encod
macroblocks are emphasized by applying

PkZ~cR ,q!←PkZ~cR ,q!/2
P(k21)Z~cR ,q!←P(k21)Z~cR ,q!/2J if PkZ~cR ,q!.Pmax.

~6!

Equation~5! is like a weighted average of the prior estima
of the previous frame and the new estimate based on
observations from the current frame. The weight of the n
estimate is

12
P(k21)Z~cR ,q!

PkZ~cR ,q!

and that of the prior estimate is

P(k21)Z~cR ,q!

PkZ~cR ,q!
.
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Note that we allow the weight of the new estimate to
small if the number of macroblocks of classcR coded with
parameterq is small. This way a single macroblock of cla
cR coded with parameterq in the new frame cannot exces
sively degrade the estimate if it is an outlier~bit expendi-
ture does not represent bit expenditures for other ma
blocks of classcR coded with parameterq). On the other
hand, we do not allow the weight of the new estimate to
smaller than a constant, 1/Pmax, so that the most recent b
count measurements are prevented from having little ef
on the estimate’s value.

Especially whenl max is kept large to minimize informa
tion loss during classification, it is possible that the traini
data may not contain any macroblocks of classcR coded
with quantization parameterq @PkZ(cR ,q)50#, and the

corresponding estimateÛkZ(cR ,q) will not be populated.

In this case, we approximateÛkZ(cR ,q) by ÛkZ(cR8 ,q) for
the classcR8 , which is of the same coding mode (dR8
5dR), closest level~minimizesu l R82 l Ru), and is populated
@PkZ(cR8 ,q)Þ0#.

3 Quantization Parameter Selection

The technique of bit count estimation presented in the p
vious section constitutes the basis of the proposed rate
trol method. Based on this technique, the quantization
rameters are determined with low complexity but witho
rigorous optimization for overall frame reconstruction qu
ity, since such an optimization based on actual rate
distortion pairs is not suitable for real-time encoding imp
mentations with little or no hardware assist, and an opti
zation based on approximate rate and distortion mode8,9

need not be accurate.
Let us first gain some insight as to why uniform~or

near-uniform! quantization parameter assignment may b
good strategy by modeling the bit count versus quantiza
distortion characteristics of theR’ th coded macroblock by
the equation

RR~DR!5maxS b,b1a log
sR

2

DR
D ,

where constantb represents the overhead rate andsR
2 is the

variance of the non-intra-dc coefficients in the macroblo
Considering only coded macroblocks, for whichDR,sR

2 ,
it is straightforward to show that the constant slope ope
ing point condition21 for optimal rate allocation to macro
blocks translates to equal macroblock distortions~i.e., DR

5D). This suggests that the quantization parameter,
square of which is proportional to mean-squared error m
roblock distortion, should be the same for all the mac
blocks of a frame. This result is also supported by Nicou
et al.19

In Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, we plot the bit count estimate
versus quantization parameter curves for three differ
classes (l R50, 10, 50) obtained by the application of E
~4! ( l max5100, d54) on a training set of four sequence
coded at various frame rates for intracoded and interco
macroblocks, respectively. Note that if we exclude the h
rate region (q,5) for intracoded macroblocks, the beha
oaded From: http://electronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/10/2013 T
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ior is approximately logarithmic, suggesting that the un
form quantization parameter assignment could be close
optimal in this range.

Initially, in our implementation, valueq1 is assigned to
the quantization parameters of the firstZ0 macroblocks of a
frame ~in a predetermined scan order! and valueq25q1

11 is assigned to the quantization parameters of the
maining Z2Z0 macroblocks to achieve near-uniform sp
tial reconstruction quality. Raster scan order and reve
raster scan order are alternately employed from frame
frame to achieve subjective temporal smoothness. To de
mine the bestq1 ,Z0 pair, q1* ,Z0* , we first setq1530, Z0

50, and then iteratively incrementZ0 ~moduloZ) and dec-
rementq1 each timeZ050 until the difference between the
target number of coding bits and the estimated number
coding bits for the macroblocks of the frame is minimize

After the encoding of each macroblock, we update t
values for the quantization parameters in a similar fash
until the difference between the target number of codi
bits and the estimated number of coding bits for there-
mainingmacroblocks of the frame is minimized.

Specifically, letZ1 denote the number of encoded ma
roblocks in thek11’th encoded frame, andBTR denote the
target number of bits for the remainingZ2Z1 macroblocks.

Fig. 2 Plots of the bit count estimate versus quantization parameter
value. Each curve is a best polynomial fit for data points of a differ-
ent macroblock class (indicated on the right). The curves are ap-
proximately linear for quantization parameter values larger than 5,
suggesting that the logarithmic modeling of rate-distortion function is
valid, and uniform assignments of quantization parameters to mac-
roblocks should be close to optimal in this range.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3) / 503
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The best pair for the raster scan order is given by

q1* ,Z0* 5 argmin
$q1 ,Z0 :q1P(1,...,30),Z0P(0,...,Z21)%U (

r P$kZ1Z111,...,
kZ1Z0%

Ur~cr ,q1!

1 (
r P$kZ1Z011,...,

(k11)Z%

Ur~cr ,q2!2BTRU . ~7!

A similar expression may be used to determine the best
for the reverse raster scan order.

Each time a macroblock is encoded,BTR , the available
bit budget, is reduced by the number of bits expended
encode that macroblock, andZ1 is incremented by one
Reapplication of Eq.~7! ~for raster scan order! adjustsq1*
and Z0* (Z0* .Z1), so that the total number of bit coun
estimates for the remaining macroblocks@macroblocks with
indiceskZ1Z111 to (k11)Z] in the k11’th frame is as
close as possible toBTR . This adaptive updating of the
quantization parameters prevents bit count estimation er
from accumulating.

4 Estimation of the Number of Quantization Bits

The rate control method introduced in the previous secti
can be implemented by estimating the number of quant
tion bits and all or some of the overhead bits expected to
expended for each macroblock. The estimate for classc and
quantization parameterq can be trained with the sum of a
quantization bits and all or some overhead bits expen
for macroblocks of classc and coded with quantization
parameterq. When the sum of all overhead bits and a
quantization bits is estimated, we call this basic algorit
‘‘ New.’’ In another variation of the algorithm, the sum o
only some overhead bits and all the quantization bits
estimated, and this estimate is combined with themeasured
number of remaining overhead bits to yield the number
coding bits expected to be expended. We call this algorit
Newk.

In our software encoder implementation, which is sim
lar to the baseline~annex modes turned off! TMN5 soft-
ware encoder provided by Telenor Research, Norway,
number of overhead bits for H.263 data fields CO
MCBPC, CBPY, and DQUANT, which depend on th
quantization levels and are not available prior to the se
tion of the quantization parameters, have to be estima
The number of bits for the motion vectors can be measu
prior to the selection of the quantization parameters and
not have to be estimated. However, the measurement o
number of overhead bits for the motion vectors requires
differential motion vectors to be formed and coded. T
might increase storage and computational complexi
partly because the bits representing differential motion v
tors cannot be readily placed onto the bitstream. The d
partitioning error recovery option of MPEG-4 video, whic
places the bits for all the motion vectors before the bits
the quantized transform coefficients in the bitstream, allo
the total number of motion vector bits to be measured
fore the quantization parameters are determined, and e
nates the need for additional manipulation and storage
motion vector bits. In other possible encoder implemen
tions, the number of bits for other overhead data eleme
can be
504 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3)
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measured beforehand, if the dependencies of these elem
on the quantization parameters are removed.

Let us consider the cost for each class and quantiza
parameter for the direct estimation of the number of cod
bits ~the sum of all quantization bits and all overhead bi!

C̄~c,q!5E@C~B~GR ,dR ,q!,U~cR ,q!!uV~T~GR ,dR!!5cR#,

5E@~B~GR ,dR ,q!2U~cR ,q!!2uV~T~GR ,dR!!5cR#,

5E@~B2E@BucR# !2ucR#,

where we have substituted the optimal estimate
U(cR ,q) for the squared error cost function and also ha
used the shorthandB,B(GR ,dR ,q). Similarly, the cost for
each class and quantization parameter for the estimatio
the sum of all quantization bits and some overhead bits m
be expressed as

C̄k~cR ,q!5E@~Bk2E@BkucR# !2ucR#,

whereBk5B2Bg denotes the sum of all quantization bi
and some overhead bits for a macroblock of classcR and
quantization parameterq. Since the number of remainin

overhead bitsBg can be directly measured,C̄k(cR ,q) is
also the total cost for this case. The difference between
cost expressions can be shown to be

C̄~cR ,q!2C̄k~cR ,q!52rBkBgsBksBg1sBg
2 ,

whererBkBg is the correlation coefficient between the ra
dom variablesBk andBg. The advantage of estimatingBk

is best realized if the correlation coefficient is 1, and the
will clearly be an advantage if the correlation coefficient
nonnegative. Nonnegativity of the correlation coefficient
seen to be generally true if we consider that within an i
age sequence, fast-motion spatial regions with high mo
vector rates yield a higher expenditure of quantization b
when coded for the same reconstruction quality as the s
motion or still regions with low-motion vector rates. It i
not unreasonable to assume that motion-compensated
diction works at its best for slow or no motion.

If Bk is estimated, then the target number of bitsBTR
k is

used in place ofBTR in Eq. ~7!, where

BTR
k 5BTR2 (

r P$kZ1Z111,...,(k11)Z%
Br

g .

We refer to the variation of the algorithm in which an es
mate for Bk is added to a direct measurement forBg to
yield an estimate forB asNewk to distinguish it from the
basic algorithmNew, in which an estimate forB is directly
obtained.

5 Experiments and Results

A series of experiments was performed with a basel
H.263 TMN5 software encoder compiled with a GNU
Compiler V. 2.95.3 on a SuSE Linux 7.2 workstatio
equipped with a Pentium III 733-Mhz CPU and 25
Mbytes RAM. Seven QCIF format test image sequen
Akiyo, Carphone, Claire, Coastguard, Container, Forem
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Table 1 Root mean square of the deviation of the number of actual bits from the target number of bits
for a frame.

Kbits/sec,
Hz Akiyo Carphone Claire Coast Container Foreman Silent

TMN5 48, 10 522.9074 447.9988 508.2179 322.0074 843.6012 599.6318 570.2511

TMN8 48, 10 67.30187 67.38460 31.35741 25.09723 153.5764 154.2529 50.18723

New 48, 10 51.38614 38.54302 32.38018 73.13922 57.98741 139.2940 40.80232

New k 48, 10 63.91765 21.34540 34.59150 27.76270 44.18353 126.2758 36.03157

New (No
update)

48,10 769.6659 555.6503 573.4841 451.9917 417.7489 674.2913 615.0949

TMN5 128, 30 766.4395 687.7349 756.6903 528.9618 820.5396 477.6827 631.2123

TMN8 128, 30 102.4280 30.32600 89.10433 23.47954 263.0058 62.41379 44.03354

New 128, 30 58.08786 21.39399 45.47047 41.6393 51.06416 41.54713 38.94909

New k 128, 30 63.63928 20.34995 41.29809 17.27734 53.35861 48.30791 43.29882

New (No
update)

128,30 675.3783 376.2962 480.9339 344.6069 344.5858 433.2839 538.0238
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and Silent were coded at 48 Kbits/sec and 10 frames/
and 128 Kbits/sec and 30 frames/sec. All coded seque
were 10 s long except for Silent, which was 15 s long. T
first frame of each sequence was coded as an I frame~with
quantization parameter set to 15!, and the remaining frame
were coded as P frames. The frame layer rate con
method of TMN89 was employed.

In the TMN8 frame layer rate control method, the e
coder buffer is emptied out at a rate ofR/F bits per frame
interval, whereR and F are the channel and frame rate
respectively. For as long as the number of bits in the
coder bufferW is larger than a maximum valueM after
emptying outR/F bits in one frame interval, future frame
are not encoded, but skipped. Here,M can correspond to
the buffer capacity, whereM5R/F is a suitable choice.10

The target number of bits per frame is specified asBTR

5R/F2D, where the correction factor

D5H W/F, W.0.1M

W20.1M , otherwise

provides feedback to maintain buffer fullness atW
50.1M , while the average number of bits per frame ove
number of frames is approximatelyR/F. Note that if the
target buffer fullness of 0.1M is met after a frame is en
coded, andR/F bits are emptied out, then the correctio
factor becomesD50 for the next frame.

The results for the TMN5 encoder incorporating the tw
variations ~New and Newk) of the proposed macrobloc
layer rate control method are presented and compared
the results for the TMN5 encoder incorporating the m
roblock layer rate control methods of TMN517 and
TMN8.8–10

For the implementation of the proposed methodl max

5100, d54 were used in Eq.~2! to get a good tradeof
between preserving the variance information and keep
the classification complexity low. A universal lookup tab
of estimates was created offline by the application of E
~5! with the number of bits expended for the macrobloc
of the first ten frames of the training sequences Ne
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Mother and Daughter, Hall Objects, and Susie, sample
frame rates 30, 15, 10, and 7.5 Hz, and quantized unifor
with the same quantization parameter, assuming all va
in the range 1, . . . ,31. Before the encoding of a test s
quence, the number of occurrences for each combinatio
classc and quantization parameterq was initialized to a
small value@i.e., P0(c,q)50.1], if the corresponding table
entry had been populated with training data. Table ent
were~adaptively! updated after the encoding of each fram
of the test sequences by the application of Eq.~5!, with the
number of bits expended for the macroblocks of that fram
Choice of Pmax5512 in Eq. ~6! enabled sufficiently fast
adaptivity of the table of estimates to the incoming data

Tables 1 and 2 show the rms and the maximum, resp
tively, of the deviation of the actual number of expend
bits from the target number of bits for the frames of the t
sequences coded with all of the rate control methods.
accuracy of the proposed method is seen to be superio
the accuracy of the TMN5 rate control method for ea
experiment, and slightly better than the accuracy of
TMN8 rate control method on the average. The variat
Newk exhibits a distinct performance advantage over
variationNew for test cases of Coastguard coded at 10 a
30 frames/sec, and Carphone, Container, Foreman, an
lent coded at 10 frames/sec. In all these cases, the
contribution of motion vector estimates is large.

The number of bits encoded with the variationNewand
the TMN8 method is seen to be nearly constant for e
frame of the Foreman sequence coded at 48 Kbits/sec
128 Kbits/sec, as shown in Fig. 3. As a consequence
transmitting the desired number of bits with these metho
the resulting buffer fullness could be reduced to the tar
fullness of 10% of the frame skip threshold and/or ma
tained at this low level with these methods, as shown
Fig. 4. The large variations, seen in Fig. 4, in the buf
fullness level for the rate control method of TMN5 som
times resulted in additional frame skips in some of the
experiments when the frame skip threshold was excee
The method of TMN8 and the variationNew of the pro-
posed method did not require any additional frame ski
For scenes where the human eye can track uniform mot
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3) / 505
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Table 2 Maximum deviation of the number of actual bits from the target number of bits for a frame.

Kbits/sec,
Hz Akiyo Carphone Claire Coast Container Foreman Silent

TMN5 48, 10 1728.000 1725.600 1578.399 792.0000 1160.000 1866.399 1477.600
TMN8 48, 10 256.0000 571.2001 122.3999 75.20019 1296.000 768.0000 280.0000
New 48, 10 265.6000 188.7998 120.0000 376.0000 280.0000 759.2001 142.3999

New k 48, 10 392.0000 72.00000 111.2001 75.20019 137.6000 728.0000 136.0000

New (No
update)

48,10 2340.799 1588.799 1739.200 2492.799 1536.000 2368.799 2008.000

TMN5 128, 30 3195.333 2316.666 2840.399 2105.399 2770.466 1572.666 3153.533
TMN8 128, 30 420.3999 243.6000 417.6665 91.33349 1791.333 344.9331 353.8666
New 128, 30 381.3334 116.6665 260.2666 330.6665 281.9331 230.6665 269.7998

New k 128, 30 361.5332 92.60009 268.6665 102.3999 324.6000 188.0668 312.6665

New (No
update)

128,30 2897.133 1396.333 1934.133 2641.666 1537.333 1371.466 3106.133
ay
ap-

re-
pro

of
era

ro-
as-
frame skipping is easily perceptible. Frame skipping m
not be tolerable in sign language or lip-reading video
plications.

As seen in Fig. 4, the experiment of the coding of Fo
man at 48 Kbits/sec and 10 frames/sec reveals that the
506 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3)
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posed method is slightly more robust than the method
TMN8 in high-stress conditions, such as the rapid cam
movement in the middle of this sequence.

One can also put the rate control accuracy of the p
posed method into better perspective by referring to Rib
Fig. 3 Plot of the number of bits transmitted (encoded) for each frame of the Foreman sequence. Two
frames were skipped in the 48 Kbits/sec, 10 Hz case and four frames were skipped in the 128
Kbits/sec, 30 Hz case with the TMN5 rate control method. No frame skips occurred for either case with
the proposed and TMN8 rate control methods.
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Corbera and Lei,9 where the TMN8 macroblock layer rat
control8–10 in the MPEG-4 codec is reported to yield a b
rate closer to the target than that of the VM76 macroblock
layer rate control with far fewer frame skips as well.

Adaptive updating of the quantization parameter valu
after the encoding of each macroblock, as discussed in
last paragraph of Sec. 3, is the feature of the propo
method that extends the work of Puri and Aravind15 for
tight buffer regulation. The last rows of Tables 1 and
lectronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 04/10/2013 T
e
d

demonstrate the importance of this feature by showing
when this feature is disabled, the resulting deviations fr
the targets are comparable to the deviations for the TM
method at high frame rates and exceeds the deviations
the TMN5 method at low frame rates.

Table 3 shows that on the average, the two variations
the proposed method outperform the method of TMN5
terms of average reconstructed P frame~luminance! PSNR,
mainly due to the better utilization of the buffer. The TMN
Table 3 Average P frame reconstruction PSNR for luminance components obtained with rate control
methods.

Kbits/sec,
Hz Akiyo Carphone Claire Coast Container Foreman Silent

TMN5 48, 10 40.32836 32.71587 41.19091 28.89683 35.11866 30.06927 34.23884

TMN8 48, 10 40.70438 32.71185 41.39898 28.89479 35.44360 30.00732 34.16804

New 48, 10 40.75367 32.77463 41.45683 28.94061 35.58762 30.06463 34.22925

New k 48, 10 40.74153 32.78206 41.43561 28.94183 35.51567 30.08371 34.22804

TMN5 128, 30 42.70044 33.66689 43.29551 30.35431 36.95077 31.97853 36.71260

TMN8 128, 30 42.81043 33.59821 43.29875 30.29700 37.02414 31.80528 36.64921

New 128, 30 43.12215 33.66235 43.46402 30.36023 37.28148 31.87606 36.79819

New k 128, 30 43.21963 33.65882 43.44765 30.36161 37.29986 31.87794 36.78997
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3) / 507
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Fig. 5 The scatter plot of the estimated number of coding bits versus the actual number of coding bits
for five frames of the Foreman sequence (48 Kbits/sec, 10Hz) confirms that the estimation process
has a near-zero bias and a small estimation error variance (data points are centered and clustered
around a line of unity slope).
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rate control method frequently yields an average cod
rate that is far lower than the target rate, whereas the
posed and the TMN8 rate control methods can achieve
target rate almost exactly. For example, for the Contai
sequence at 30 Hz, actual average rates with the rate
trol methods of TMN5, TMN8, andNew are 122.90,
127.85, and 128.06 Kbps, respectively, for a target rate
128.00 Kbps. In the only test case of Foreman~128 Kbps,
30 Hz!, where the average reconstructed P frame PS
value for the TMN5 rate control method has exceeded
of the proposed method, the TMN5 rate control meth
skipped four frames, and the average number of bits~4306
bits! that were coded per frame with the TMN5 rate cont
was more than the targeted average (128000
54267 bits).

On the other hand, the fact that the average rec
structed P frame PSNR is consistently better with the t
variations of the proposed method than with the method
TMN8 suggests that the conceptually simple strategy
near-uniform quantization parameter assignment could r
the rate-distortion optimized assignment8–10strategy, utiliz-
ing approximate rate versus quantization parameter and
tortion versus quantization parameter relations.

One can put the objective video quality advantage of
proposed method into better perspective by working w
bit rate savings rather than PSNR gains. For example,
Akiyo, coded by TMN5 and TMN8 at 48 Kbits/sec and 1
Hz, the PSNR gains in Table 3 translate to bit rate savi
of 8.3 and 0.8%, respectively. For Coastguard, coded
TMN5 and TMN8 at 48 Kbits/sec and 10 Hz, the bit ra
savings are 1.1 and 1.5%, respectively.

The method of nonlinear MMSE bit count estimatio
which forms the basis of the proposed rate control meth
yields a near-zero bias as well as a small error varianc
all rates, as shown in Fig. 5. In this figure, the estima
ctronic Imaging / July 2003 / Vol. 12(3)
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number of coding bits is plotted against the actual num
of coding bits for each macroblock of five equispac
coded frames taken from the Foreman sequence. The
mation method can also accurately predict noncoded m
roblocks, where the number of estimated coding bits is u
ally close to 1.

6 Complexity Issues

Insights into the complexity of the proposed method can
gained by analyzing the method in several steps. As w
most other macroblock layer rate control methods, wh
exploit macroblock data content,5,7–10,15a macroblock sta-
tistic needs to be computed for all the macroblocks in
first step of bit count estimation. This either implies th
motion estimation to be completed for all the macrobloc
before the DCT, quantization, and coding, or the moti
estimation to be performed twice, once for the purpose
rate control and once for the actual coding of the mac
block. Hence memory or speed requirements increase
the simple TMN5 rate control method.17 However, we note
that this first step is also performed in the TMN8 rate co
trol method.

In the second and third steps of bit count estimation,
scalar quantization of the macroblock statistic is imp
mented by comparison operations, and the mapping of
class to a bit count estimate is implemented by a ta
lookup operation for each quantization parameter val
The total complexity of these stages is not more than tha
the evaluation of the parametric rate versus quantiza
parameter equations in other methods,4–11 which require
multiplication and division operations.

Finally, for quantization parameter assignment, as w
some of the other methods,4–7,11 a search for the optimum
~combination! of quantization parameter values for th
macroblocks, yielding a total bit count estimate closest
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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the target number of bits for the frame, must be conduc
An exhaustive search requires the bit count estimates t
made for all values of the quantization parameter that
be assigned to each macroblock. LetNq be the number of
quantization parameter values that can be assigned to
one ofZ macroblocks of a frame in whichZ1 macroblocks
have already been coded. Then the upper bound on
number of different combinations of quantization parame
assignments that will be considered isNq

Z2Z1 . The near-
uniform quantization parameter assignment process of
3 lowers this upper bound down toNq(Z2Z1) combina-
tions by permitting up to one step size transition of t
quantization parameter per frame. The constrained sea
which needs to be repeated after each encoded macrob
is nevertheless computationally less attractive than
method of TMN8,8–10 which directly yields the quantiza
tion parameter given the standard deviations of the mac
locks.

In short, the computational complexity of the propos
method is mainly due to the number of bit count estim
tions performed and the search for the optimum combi
tion of quantization parameters rather than the comple
of each bit count estimation.

In Table 4, we list the average encoding time of the
frames of the 48 Kbits/sec, 10 frames/sec coded Fore
sequence with all four rate control methods. The increas
computational complexity with the proposed method is l
than 12.5% that of the computational complexity of t
method of TMN5, and less than 4% that of the compu
tional complexity of the method of TMN8.

7 Conclusion

A low-delay H. 263 video rate control method, based on
classification of the macroblock data content and the s
sequent mapping of the macroblock class to a nonlin
estimate of the number of bits to be expended for the m
roblock, is proposed. The design and the periodic updat
the nonlinear bit count estimate for a particular class a
quantization parameter combination is based on the m
sured number of bits expended for previously encod
macroblocks of the same class coded with the same q
tization parameter. Given the bit count estimates for e
combination of macroblock class and quantization para
eter, the quantization parameter values are assigned to
roblocks by permitting up to one step transition within
frame. This conceptually simple strategy of near-unifo
assignment of quantization parameters to macroblo
yields a high objective spatial quality, and the update of
quantization parameters after each encoded macrob
permits the target number of bits for the frame to be ac
rately met.

Table 4 Average execution time for the processing of P frames of
the Foreman sequence coded at 48 Kbits/sec, 10 Hz with the rate
control methods (figures obtained by averaging six runs).

Method TMN5 TMN8 New Newk

Time(sec) 0.0378 0.0410 0.0423 0.0425
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Even though the macroblock classification-based
count estimation in the proposed rate control method
similar to that of Puri and Aravind,15 the proposed method
can achieve high objective spatial quality and improv
rate control accuracy for tighter buffer regulation due to t
following key features. 1. Coding mode as well as mac
block data content is used in macroblock classification
The sum of all quantization bits and some overhead bit
estimated and combined with the number of remain
overhead bits, which are directly measured. This proc
generally yields more accuracy than the direct estimation
the number of all coding bits of a macroblock. 3. The qua
tization parameters are adjusted to meet the remaining
budget for the frame after the encoding of each mac
block.

The performance of the proposed rate control meth
has been demonstrated to be better than the method
TMN517 and TMN88–10 in terms of average P frame recon
struction PSNR and bit rate control accuracy. This come
the expense of an affordable computational complexity
crease over the methods of TMN5 and TMN8 due to
quantization parameter assignments.
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